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It’s undeniable: Radio’s reign as the #1 reach medium continues. The Q2 2016 Nielsen Total 

Audience Report noted that adults tune in to radio an average of 5.1 days per week.

We at the RAB have focused our 2016 advocacy efforts to amplify the message as radio’s 

unique attributes truly set us apart from other media.

 

We’re committed:

 • To promoting radio with significance and relevance among radio and key 

  advertising decision-makers and influencers.

 • Creating and purveying content to educate all constituents in a powerful 

  way that will resonate. 

 • Leveraging traditional and non-traditional platforms to delivering the message. 

Our Radio Matters initiative showcasing the strengths of radio in meaningful and 

impactful ways continues to grow, and is enabling us to deliver on our commitment 

to radio and its advertisers.

As we close out the year, we want you to know how privileged we are to represent 

America’s broadcasters and share with you our efforts to ensure radio’s success and future.

RAB operates the trade organization in a responsible and fiduciary 

manner with oversight by RAB’s Executive Committee. The association 

strives for efficiency and fiscal accuracy to ensure the annual budget is 

leveraged for member services and the promotion of radio. 

Dues 78.9%

General
Admin 47%

Mktg & Bus
Dev 22%

Digital
Services 8%

Online Ads 0.3%

Technology 7%

Membership 8%

Professional
Development 7%

Meetings 2.7%

Prof Dev 7.1%

Other 0.5%

Digital Services
10.6%

Over 247 million people tune in to radio every week! RAB 2016 Revenue and 
Expense Breakdown
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Erica Farber

President & CEO

Radio Advertising Bureau

1.

The Radio Advertising Bureau is the not-for-profit trade 
association representing America’s broadcast radio industry. 

Our primary objective is to drive revenue growth through 
advocacy, providing the tools and resources to help the 

industry attract new sales talent to the medium and enhance 
industry professionalism through training and support.

Ginny Morris   

Chair, RAB

Chair and CEO, Hubbard Radio, LLC.



RAB took action and enhanced its Radio Matters initiative with the launch of the 

Radio Impact Reports blog. The blog was created to share news, insights and 

information about broadcast radio. It was also designed to provide a forum for 

dialogue within the radio industry as well as with the ad community – from 

Madison Avenue agencies to Main Street advertisers.  Topics covered to date 

include insights into key advertising categories to marketing to millennials and 

capturing political dollars. 

Though still in its infancy, the blog has over 200 subscribers and has caught 

the eyes of industry leaders and trade magazines.

In October, “Radio on Main Street,” a weekly podcast 

series produced by the RAB, launched on the Radio 

Impact Reports blog. It is available in the iTunes Store 

and Google Play. The content of “Radio on Main Street” 

is devoted entirely to radio.  Each podcast features 

individuals creating, marketing, influencing, innovating 

or just making a difference in or on America’s most listened-to medium. Through 

conversations with radio’s leaders, influencers and marketers who are achieving 

success, the focus of this series is to amplify and share radio’s meaningful impact 

in the homes, offices, and cars of Americans across the country. To date we’ve 

featured advertising client LifeLock, radio personality Dave Ramsey, research 

expert Carolyn Gilbert, and radio executives including Hartley Adkins of 

iHeartMedia and Beth Neuhoff of Neuhoff Media. 

We believe these enhanced communication channels enable us to change the 

conversation and instill confidence and belief in the radio industry. We intend 

to continue to grow the platforms and the content in 2017.

2. 3.

RADIO 
IMPACT 
REPORTS

Research, data and insights touting 
radio’s strengths abound in Why Radio. 
It’s the highest touchpoint for all of the RAB’s constituents – sellers, managers, 

advertisers, agencies – providing the information proving radio’s unique 

capabilities across all channels and platforms.

With the focus on political in 2016, studies and insights into listeners and radio’s 

ability to influence voters continued to add up.  Regular updates to the political 

calendar kept stations current on LUR periods.

2016 marked the fourth year that Borrell Associates partnered with the RAB 

to provide radio with benchmarks against digital revenue, market share, 

sources of revenue, methods of billing, and attitudes toward digital ventures.

Studies and presentations highlighting radio’s ROI via Nielsen’s Catalina data, 

correcting myths on millennial radio listening, along with insights into the 

general, Hispanic and African-American markets via Edison Research Infinite 

Dial 2016, are all available within Why Radio.  

Throughout the course of 2016, hundreds of facts and figures from Nielsen’s 

RADAR, Scarborough and GfK MRI data were posted within Radio Facts 

one-sheets.  These figures, along with findings from third-party research, 

are included in the Why Radio slide decks – all available for download.

Other resources updated and available on RAB.com in 2016 included:

 • Ad spending by Category (Ad to Sales Ratios)

 • Auto Profiles (GfK MRI)

 • Consumer Behavior Reports (GfK MRI Gold Digger Reports)

 • Radio Format Profiles (GfK MRI)

 • Weekly Prospecting Indicator Reports

RAB is an active participant of the Nielsen Advisory Council, Media Ratings 

Council (MRC), Council for Research Excellence (CRE) including a member 

seat, Katz Advisory Council and NAB’s Committee on Local Radio Audio 

Measurement (COLRAM).

In 2017, we will look to update many of the research tools that are available 

to RAB members and use technology to expedite some of the reports 

currently available.

One of the most important messages RAB 
heard loud and clear was the importance of 
changing the conversation from revenue 
reporting to radio reporting strategies. 

WHY RADIO
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In fact, in partnership with global media agency Starcom MediaVest and 

supported by 4A’s, OMD, Zenith Optimedia, Kizart Media Partners and 

NABOB, global media agencies and minority-owned radio broadcasters 

gathered in New York City for an afternoon of panel discussions and speed 

dating-style networking.  This unprecedented event’s purpose was to open 

up communication and steer relationships between the radio ad buying and 

planning community and minority-owned stations to elevate and create new 

partnerships.  The event opened with a keynote address from famed radio 

personality Tom Joyner, followed by a panel discussion among key agency 

heads moderated by Erica Farber, and concluded with a three-hour speed 

networking session allowing radio station executives to interact one-on-one 

with buyers, planners and agency executives. The event was found to be 

extremely beneficial to both buy and sell sides, and 2017 will continue to 

drive partnerships forward. 

The two newsletters that come out of the 
Business Development side of the house 
are both intended to drive business - 
one from an advocacy and informative perspective (Matter of Fact) and 

the other to inform, inspire and arm our members to go out and close 

deals (The Pitch).

Matter of Fact is the quarterly newsletter published to keep the advertising 

community in the know about radio across platforms. Launched in 2015, it 

remains a valuable marketing tool for our industry to communicate with a 

database of nearly 4,000 national advertising prospects.  Each issue averages 

an open rate of 50%, a click-through of 5.3%, and very few advertisers (less than 

20) have opted out. Articles of focus in Matter of Fact in 2016 have included 

hot topics for advertisers such as millennials and how to capture their attention; 

building brands in a cross-platform, fragmented environment efficiently and 

effectively; and making a difference every day in our consumers’  lives. We also 

introduced advertisers to a new creative research methodology and shared 

some surprising results, along with insights from marketers, talent agencies and 

sales leaders designed to inform and inspire marketing efforts. To view the most 

recent edition and archived issues of Matter of Fact which you can forward to 

your local clients, visit RAB.com and click “Radio Facts,” “Radio Matters,” 

“Matter of Fact.”

The Pitch is going into its 6th year.  All categories published in 2013 were 

updated in 2016 and new categories of business were added, bringing the 

total to over 140 categories available on The Pitch dropdown menu on RAB.

com. The Pitch remains one of RAB’s most beloved products with an average 

open rate of 47% per month with a click-through of 3.1%.  6,745 presentation 

downloads have occurred year to date.  Nothing makes the RAB team prouder 

than to hear of the successes members have had with The Pitch and we look 

forward to hearing more of them in 2017 and beyond.

ADVERTISER 
ADVOCACY  
As we entered 2016, we were told by the 
news media to “forget about everything 
you thought you knew about presidential 
elections, because this one would be 
different,” and indeed it was!  

RAB kicked off this critically important election year by hosting a room full of 

political consultants and buyers at Union Station in Washington, D.C. to immerse 

them with the value that radio will provide to their campaigns throughout 2016.   

The content-infused afternoon included a focused presentation by Erica Farber 

on the power of radio’s role in the political arena, followed by a Nielsen presen-

tation of the insights new voter ratings data can provide to political marketers 

and buyers, and capped off by an interview between CBS News Congressional 

Correspondent Steven Portnoy and CBS News Election Director Anthony 

Salvanto. Together, they shared critical insights fresh from the Iowa exit polls 

going straight into the New Hampshire primary.  Perhaps the most important 

stat coming out of this event was that 100% of the attendees found the event 

helpful/extremely helpful, over 60% of the attendees indicated that it elevated 

their current perception of radio and provided them with information they did 

not already know, and over 30% stated they will consider using radio more often 

for their campaigns.  We followed this event throughout the year with a Political 

update in the advertiser newsletter Matter of Fact, updated The Pitch for 

Political, and were on hand to assist our members with any of the tools or 

research they needed to drive their political business forward.

But it doesn’t end with political! A tremendous amount of activity took place 

throughout the year reminding radio’s most important advertisers, agencies and 

prospects about radio’s strengths, the innovations taking place, radio’s ability 

to link listening to store visits and transactions, and the indisputable truth that 

radio remains America’s #1 reach medium. 

The RAB business development team works directly with advertisers and their 

agencies to spread those messages, develop strategies and ideas, and in many 

cases, secure business for our members both nationally and locally. Clients 

touched throughout 2016 included: Allstate, Bloomin’ Brands, Burger King, 

Coca-Cola, Comcast, CreditRepair.com, Cricket Wireless, The Home Depot, 

LifeLock, MasterCard, NeighborWorks, O’Reilly Auto Parts, Procter & Gamble, 

Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Sutter Health, Target, and Walmart. Agencies we 

continue to work with include the biggest shops to the smallest:  OMD, Starcom 

MediaVest, Zenith Optimedia, Group M, Horizon, Carat, The Richards Group, 

Fitzgerald + CO., Wordsworth & Booth and Allscope Media, to name just a few.

  



Enhancing Industry Professionalism
The RAB Professional Development programs enhance the professionalism of 

thousands of radio salespeople and managers through a variety of platforms: 

in-person training, online training/certification, state association and station 

group events, and live webinars.

Online Training & Accreditation
The RAB provides six online training programs that offer certification upon 

successful completion:

 1. Radio Marketing Professional – RMP (Fundamentals of Sales)

 2. Certified Radio Marketing Consultant – CRMC (Advanced Radio Sales)

 3. Certified Digital Marketing Consultant – CDMC (Digital Sales)

 4. Certified Radio and Integrated Marketing Consultant – CRMCi 

  (Advanced Integrated Marketing)

 5. Certified Radio Sales Manager – CRSM (Sales Management)

 6. Certified Professional Commercial Copywriter – CPCC 

  (Effective Copywriting)

In-Person Training
In-person training is a combination of open sessions for Sales Essentials and 

certification as a Certified Radio Sales Manager, and participation at state 

broadcast conventions and individual company events. Sales Essentials and 

Sales Manager Certification sessions were conducted this year in Dallas, TX, 

Denver, CO, Boston, MA, and Mobile, AL.  Additional Sales Essentials classes were 

conducted in Memphis, TN, Lincoln, NE, College Station, TX, and Providence, RI. 

RAB participated in Broadcast Association conventions in Illinois, Texas, Hawaii, 

and Ontario, Canada. We led station group training in Illinois and Wisconsin. This 

year nearly 150 people have attended the in-person training and certification 

courses, which represents a 22% increase over the previous year.

Rising Through the Ranks
The RAB’s annual Rising Through the Ranks women’s management program 

continues as one of RAB’s most popular in-person training sessions.  Promoting 

the value of equal opportunities in radio, this year’s sessions graduated 28 

talented radio sales management professionals. The 2016 sessions were 

conducted in partnership with BMI and Mentoring and Inspiring Women in Radio.

Live Webinars
The RAB offers monthly webinars on timely and relevant topics of interest to our 

members, plus special webinars on research and time-sensitive issues. Members 

can purchase these on a month-to-month basis. Because we encourage on-

going, consistent training, we also offer a discount to those who buy an annual 

plan that includes all 12 webinars.  In 2016 we had a significant increase in annual 

contracts for webinars; 46 station groups and 9 State Associations purchased 

annual contracts for webinars, representing a 44% increase over last year’s 

annual subscribers. The seller webinars average 3.4 people per connection.  

That means over 4,000 have participated this year so far.

Also in 2016, at the suggestion of the Sales Advisory and Local Market 

Committees, Professional Development created a new series of webinars 

exclusively for managers.  This new series exceeded expectations on attendance 

for the first year and the feedback on topics and guests has been positive and 

rewarding.  The Manager Webinar series will continue in 2017.

ELEVATING RADIO 
PROFESSIONALS

ENHANCING OUR 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The New RAB.com
Radio matters and the new RAB.com is designed to inspire!  Released in the fall 

of 2016, the new home page greets site visitors with research and messaging 

designed around the headlines, research studies and great news about radio’s 

success in today’s media landscape. Visitors will also find a new menu, 

completely re-framed for our wide variety of constituents. There are sections 

built specifically for media planners and buyers, a menu dropdown for radio 

account sellers designed on RAB’s highly-acclaimed 7 Steps to Selling Success, 

and of course, a section devoted exclusively to radio facts, featuring the latest 

research and studies underscoring radio’s powerful story.

With a fresh new look and functionality, RAB.com has been redesigned with 

today’s mobile sales and marketing professionals in mind. 

Built on state of the art technology to run comfortably on any device, 

enhancements also include a powerful new search tool, a video wall, links to 

the Radio Impact Reports blog and Radio on Main Street podcast series and 

social connections with Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. 

While there are a lot of new updates on RAB.com, the features you’ve come to 

know and depend on from your RAB are all still available. These include Instant 

Backgrounds, prospecting reports, consumer profiles, commercial scripts, mp3 

commercial audio, Professional Development, Radio Facts, Case Studies, The 

Pitch, Why Radio and co-op library. They are just easier to find. This new site 

is MORE SEARCHABLE AND MORE VIEWABLE. 

ABOUT RAB          |          ASK RAB          |          SITE MAP          |          PRESS          |          RADIO IMPACT REPORTS BLOG          |          RADIO ON MAIN STREET PODCAST          |          ACCOUNT MANAGER CRM  LOGIN     

RADIO FACTS                       BUYING/PLANNING                        SALES TOOLS                         CREATIVE                      TRAINING                        LOGIN

6. 7.
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RAB Account Manager is about 
best practices.
2016 was an important year in Account Manager development with the release 

of a number of enhancements designed to reinforce best practices in media 

sales and sales force management. This year, RAB released a new Corporate 

Dashboard, rolling up revenue, budgets, pacing and seller activity across multiple 

markets into a single view ideal for corporate and regional oversight. A new 

system for conducting weekly one-on-ones, enhanced revenue and pending 

reports, and support for Strategic Account Management make up this year’s 

development and innovations for the radio-centric CRM tool.

With more than 6,000 subscribers, every single day over 3,000 radio managers 

and account executives use RAB Account Manager to drive efficiencies into the 

sales process and more revenue into radio.

The Membership team provides a customized 
high-touch experience for RAB’s members.
One of the many benefits of membership is 
having access to a live Member Response team. 
The Member Response team is available to answer any question from research to website 

navigation through phone, email or web chat. Fielding over 800 requests a week, 80% of 

members surveyed have consistently agreed the information provided has or will lead to 

closing a deal.

With the launch of the new website, the Member Benefits presentation has been updated.  

Over a thousand webinars have been conducted since their start a few years back and on 

a weekly basis, several Member Benefit presentations are shared with member stations 

from all size markets.  We encourage you to reach out to the Member Response team 

and schedule your team’s presentation to have them guide you through the new 

RAB.com and show you how to leverage the latest research and tools easily 

available to you. 

Connect with Member Response:
Phone 800-232-3131, email memberresponse@rab.com, 

or live chat on RAB.COM, weekdays from 7am to 5pm CST. 

They are here to better understand your needs and answer any question.  
Just Ask RAB!

8. 9.

RAB Co-op Directory 
RAB members increase their sales revenues from the nearly $36 billion 

available in annual advertiser co-op funding via the RAB Co-op Directory.  

As one of the most current and comprehensive co-op sources available 

to media,  the RAB Co-op Directory offers sellers timely sales leads, 

program details, digital elements, broadcast scripts and more for over 

9,000 co-op plans.  It’s a highly leveraged tool that enables radio to 

capture additional dollars that would otherwise go to other media.

Radio Sales Today
Radio Sales Today underwent an extensive makeover in its appearance 

during 2016, which included new graphics and a more complementary, 

appealing color scheme.  The publication continues to provide radio sales 

professionals with feature articles and research reports to help them in 

marketing to those ad categories that have traditionally been the industry’s 

strongest, as well as new businesses that offer additional sales potential.

Another popular feature of Radio Sales Today is the Daily Sales Tip, written 

by RAB staffers, various contributors from within the radio sales community, 

and other nationally-recognized marketing consultants. In addition, each 

issue includes an RAB News segment, which offers information on RAB 

training options, available research reports, and other learning opportunities.  

Radio Sales Today’s engagement numbers are ‘best in class.’ Sales 

professionals across the country begin their work day with the newsletter. 

It’s a powerful touchpoint for RAB. 



RAB’s tent-pole events grow in scale 
and scope with each passing year.  
The various conferences and events enable the organization to provide 

high-touch engagement with important stakeholders including advertisers, 

the creative community, press and broadcasters. We like to bring the WOW 

in radio to these events and put radio’s best foot forward.  

In June, RAB produced the 25th Annual 

Radio Mercury Awards, presented by 

Hubbard Radio in partnership with 

iHeartMedia, celebrating and recognizing 

phenomenal radio creative and the best 

audio spots of the year.

These inspiring commercials were created 

by agencies of all sizes, radio stations and 

production companies, as well as students. The winners are now holding the 

world’s most prestigious radio advertising awards as well as prize monies.  

This year’s $50,000 Best of Show award was given to Fitzgerald + CO for their 

Long Story Short Campaign for Quikrete. The Radio Marketer of the Year award 

was presented to The Coca-Cola Company, joining leading advertisers such as 

Subway, GEICO, Target and Macy’s who have received the award in previous years.  

We consistently hear from the creative community including the Radio Mercury 

Advisory Council how valuable the awards competition is to the agency and 

advertiser community. It’s our mission to continue to foster the awards’ 

relationship with creatives in the advertising and radio communities and to 

raise the caliber of radio creative. 

In the fall, the Radio Show headed to Nashville where we pulled out all the stops 

with a conference lineup featuring education, music & entertainment, and lots 

of networking opportunities.  Thanks to Steering Committee and Neuhoff Media 

COO Mike Hulvey, the reconfigured Radio Show, produced in partnership with the 

NAB, exceeded registration and sponsorship goals.  

With standing room only crowds and show-stopping presentations and 

performances by radio icon Dave Ramsey and country superstar and 

entrepreneur John Rich, singer/songwriter Graham Nash, Wynonna Judd & 

Cactus Moser and rising stars Needtobreathe, Matt Gary and Danielle Bradbery, 

the Radio Show was truly your one-stop shop for what’s next in radio, what’s 

exciting in radio and what’s meaningful about radio.  The various advertisers in 

attendance including Aloft Hotels, Bancroft, Carat, Comcast Cable, Cricket 

Wireless, Fitzgerald + CO., Horizon Media, The Richards Group and many others 

were truly inspired and impressed by radio’s premier showcase.  Select conference 

sessions including many of the keynotes and entire Sales & Marketing track were 

streamed live and available on-demand through the end of 2016.

We capped off September with two-high level sessions at Advertising Week XIII, 

the annual advertising and marketing confab in New York City. When Chief 

Marketing Officers come together with the talent they represent, you get a 

very clear picture of the inner workings of what it takes to successfully engage 

millions of listeners, seemingly one at a time – that is what the attendees of Let 

us Entertain You were treated to.  Erica Farber was joined by Christina Albee, 

CMO, Cumulus & Westwood One with John Tesh, host of Intelligence For Your 

Life; Kenetta Bailey, SVP Marketing for CBS Radio with TJ Taormina, host of the 

TJ Show on 103.3 AMP in Boston; Ruth Gaviria, CMO, Entercom Communications 

with Nikki Nite, VP of Programming & Operations in Austin; and Amy Newman, 

SVP, Marketing Solutions for iHeartMedia with Danielle Monaro, Entertainment 

Reporter on Z100’s Elvis Duran and the Morning Show. Regardless of the 

questions they were asked, it always came back to the personal and intimate 

relationship that radio is able to forge with listeners on a daily basis.  

Radio set the score at RAB’s Huddle Up Session at the sports track at 

Advertising Week XIII when Erica Farber interviewed broadcasters that feed 

the beasts that are sports fans!  Michael Holley, Sportscaster for Entercom 

Communications’ WEEI-FM in Boston, Len Berman, Sportscaster for iHeartMedia’s 

WOR-AM, Stephania Bell, Sportscaster for ESPN, Evan Roberts, On-Air Talent for 

CBS’ WFAN, and Kevin Harlan, Sportscaster for Westwood One, all joined this 

esteemed panel.  The session was chock full of insights and trends impacting 

sports radio and radio in general.   

Both Advertising Week sessions were streamed and are viewable via RAB.com 

or Advertising Week’s official site. 

CONFERENCES 
AND EVENTS
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RAB Board of Directors 

Ginny Morris 
Hubbard Radio LLC
RAB Chair

Erica Farber 
Radio Advertising 
Bureau

Susan Larkin
Cox Media Group
RAB Vice Chair

Steve Newberry
Commonwealth 
Broadcasting
RAB Finance Chair

Mike Hulvey
Neuhoff 
Communications 
RAB Secretary

Hartley Adkins
iHeartMedia, Inc.
Immediate Past Chair

Mark Gray
Katz Radio Group

Scott Herman
CBS Radio 

Rolland Johnson
Three Eagles 
Communications

Weezie Kramer
Entercom 
Communications Corp.

Steve Wexler
The E.W. 
Scripps Co.

Bud Walters
The Cromwell Group

ON THE HORIZON 
FOR 2017
2020 marks radio’s centennial and with this seminal anniversary upon us, the Radio 

Advertising Bureau and its Board of Directors are strategically focused on maintaining 

radio’s premier position in its listeners’ lives and ensuring our advertisers rediscover the 

impactful value of partnering with radio for business growth and ROI. The next generation 

of radio professionals is an unequivocal focus for your RAB as we look to instill continued 

pride in our industry. We will work tirelessly to deliver on these goals in the coming year. 

We also know Radio Matters to our communities and we will continue to amplify 

the message and encourage you to do the same as radio truly is the mainstay of 

entertainment, information and content, touching the lives of listeners every day.

Radio, the original social medium, 
is America’s top reach vehicle! 

• Radio’s national audience continues to grow – reaching over 

 247 million people age 12 and older weekly.

• Radio has the highest reach against millennials – 92%!  

 Smartphones and even tablets trail at 86% and 39%, respectively.

• When it comes to in-car listening, radio is cited by millennial, Hispanic 

 and African-American drivers as their most used entertainment device.

• Audio and specifically broadcast radio has the greatest influence in the 

 consideration and decision phase of auto and consumer product goods.

• Radio is a strong medium during political election periods – reaching swing 

 voters and key demos, particularly in rural areas.

• Political spending did not reach the expected levels but radio’s projections 

 remained steady at $410MM. Total political spending forecasts were reduced to $7.2B.

Brian Beasley, Beasley Media Group

Bruce Beasley, Beasley Media Group

Joe Bilotta, JMB Solutions, LLC

Pierre Bouvard, Cumulus | Westwood One

Jonathan Brewster, Cherry Creek Radio, LLC

Michael Carter, Carter Broadcast Group, Inc.

Richard Chapin, Chapin Enterprises

Don Curtis, Curtis Media Group

Darren Davis, iHeartMedia, Inc.

John Dille, Federated Media

Mitch Dolan, Times-Shamrock Communications

John Douglas, AIM Broadcasting, LLC

Mike Dowdle, Bonneville International Corp.

Paul Fiddick, Emmis International

Skip Finley, Noepe Communications, LLC

Gary Fries, Radio Advertising Bureau (Emeritus)

Jim Higgins, United Stations Radio Networks

Drew Horowitz, Hubbard Radio

David Kantor, Reach Media

Brad Kelly, Nielsen Audio

David Kennedy, Aspire Ventures

Warren Lada, Saga Communications

Jerry Lee, MoreFM, WBEB

Val Maki, Emmis Communications Corp.

Dave Martin, StateNets Radio

Bill McElveen, Alpha Media

Robert Meisse, Mid-State Multimedia Group

Bob Philips, CBS Radio

Mary Quass, NRG Media

Tony Renda, Renda Broadcasting

Stu Rosenstein, Townsquare Media

John Rosso, Triton Digital

Art Rowbotham, Hall Communications, Inc.

Dave Santrella, Salem Radio

Ivan Shulman, United States Traffic Network

Jeff Smulyan, Emmis Communications Corp.

Peter Smyth

Mike Tarter, Forcht Broadcasting

Pat Walsh, Emmis Communications Corp.

Charles Warfield, YMF Media, LLC

Jeff Warshaw, Connoisseur Media, LLC

Sabina Widmann, Univision Radio

Phil Zachary, Entercom Communications Corp. Sources: Nielsen Audio, RADAR 130, September 2016 (Persons 12+, Monday-Sunday 24-Hour Cume Estimates); 

Nielsen Comparable Metrics report Q2 2016; Edison Research/Triton Digital, Infinite Dial 2016; Starcom MediaVest 

Group, Reaching Consumers during the Purchase Process, 2016; PQ Media October 2016
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